Exploring the glyphosate-degrading characteristics of a newly isolated, highly adapted indigenous bacterial strain, Providencia rettgeri GDB 1.
This study explored the characteristics of a newly isolated glyphosate (GLYP)-degrading bacterium Providencia rettgeri GDB 1, for GLYP bioremediation. Due to the serial selection pressure of high GLYP concentrations for enriched isolation, this highly tolerant GLYP biodegrader shows very promising capabilities for GLYP removal (approximately 71.4% degradation efficiency) compared to previously reported strains. High performance liquid chromatography analyses showed aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA) rather than sarcosine (SAR) to be the sole intermediate of GLYP decomposition via the AMPA formation pathway. Moreover, GLYP biodegradation was biochemically favorable in aerobic cultures due to its strong growth-associated characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to indicate that bacterial strains in the Providencia genus could demonstrate highly promising GLYP-degrading characteristics in environments with high GLYP contents.